
“Joining Purchase Direct was an easy decision. Their

cost reduction programme worked well with our 

centralised procurement model and they aligned 

themselves with our leadership team, ensuring that 

identified savings were actioned quickly. Reviewing 

our corporate mobile phones has generated a

substantial saving and our IT team appreciated their 

technical support. We quickly took advantage of the 

savings created in workwear and merchant services 

and their wide range of products and services 

ensures that no stone is left unturned.”

Brian Ritchie, Finance Director

Allied Vehicles Group

“Allegion UK joined Purchase Direct in 2015 

and the group instantly benefited from their 

procurement model, aligning our suppliers and 

assisting us in centralising our costs. Reviewing 

our telecommunication and IT was a priority and 

their in-house experts quickly understood our 

requirements and provided an improvement in 

both service and costs. Our dedicated Account 

Manager is always available to support our 

business needs, providing valuable advice on a 

wide spectrum of products and services. They 

have also assisted us with energy procurement, 

ensuring that the savings implemented continue 

to be monitored and managed.”

Andrew Ensore, Operations Accountant UK 

Allegion UK

OUTSOURCED PROCUREMENT AND COST REDUCTION
A strategic approach to managing all types of overhead costs with guaranteed savings.

Purchase Direct is one of the leading providers of expense reduction services in the UK. We deliver a sustainable service year-on-year, identifying significant 
savings and a return that often exceeds five times the investment.  

Our cost reduction consultancy will support your current procurement strategy, ultimately saving you time, effort and expense.

Don’t just take our word for it – here’s what some of our customers have to say:
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“With more than 50 years’ experience in Sheet 

Metal Fabrication, we operate a hands-on 

business. Bringing in Purchase Direct and their 

Cost Optimisation Programme to review our 

overhead costs, allows me the time to continue 

running my business with the peace of mind 

that they look after the procurement. We 

prefer to support local businesses but using 

their pricing ensures we get the very best deal. 

Analysing our utility and brokered relationships 

enabled us to remove the additional cost of a 

broker and improve utility pricing. On this basis, 

I would recommend engaging with them.”

Dave Grist, Managing Director

Alroy Sheet Metals


